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Remember
Too late....??
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Remember

Remember when the world was green
and the air still fresh and clean
this was all long time ago
why not now? 'think we do know.

Smoke of companies as such
car exhausts and dense black dust
oil at sea, synthetics and
bio-waste without end.

This, too, is the cause of it
I ask you, is it not so
that our nature once so fit
is a rubbish dump by now?

We can see how time goes by
see those changes and ask why
If we look back at those years
we could all burst into tears.

Countrysides once bautifull
are now gone, replaced by streets
fields of flowers, colourfull
can't no more fulfill their deeds.

Where small houses once had stood
a huge skyrise has its seat
steals the view, drives off the wood
not a pleasant sight indeed.

Heaps of woods that once stood proud
on a solid healthy ground
gone are they, felled without shame
who is for all this to blame?
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Remember

The big bosses, they're the ones
who have made a mess of it
they were craving not just once
for more power just like that.

Governements have shut their eyes
wanted only fame and wealth
never did they realise
what they do to our earth.

2 world wars in our past
missiles and the nuclear bombs
radiation, poisened gas
gestroyed cities and our homes.

Our world once save and sound
has become a testing ground
those high up don't care at all
money, that's for what they fall.

And what will in future be?
Will we, like that, carry on?
If we do then, believe me
we're gone too, it won't take long.

We just need to look away
until everything is wrecked
and then, you will see, one day
all will end, and that's a fact.

By M. Meyer
15/02/2000
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